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Best-selling author of Amish Christian Romances, Sarah Price introducesreaders to the world of the

Amish in Fields of Corn, the first book inher Amish of Lancaster Series. Based in part on the

author's realexperiences living among the Amish, readers will get a glimpse into thelives of the Lapp

family.Samuel Lapp isn't ready to think about joining the Amish church yet. However, he's feeling

the pressure from his family, community, and church. The harder they push, the more he rebels. Not

even his pretty neighbor, Mary Ruth Smucker, can get Samuel to settle down into the Amish ways.

Just when everyone has given up hope on Samuel, he finds himself learning more about the

non-Amish way of life than he ever wanted to know. When he finds faith, will his struggles be over?
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This writer, as most of this genre are writing books on a 8th grade level and dragging stories out in 3

or 4 books I have stopped buying. Why buy and pay $40-$50 in total when they could say in 2, at



most. You know the whole story by the 3 or 4 chapter. These are no longer interesting or books with

any depth and they all just write the same stories. You don't have to know the author because you

could put one author's name on any one blindfolded.

Be cause it was worth the time I spent reading this series. It was easy to read and follow without

long complicated words. There were a couple I could not pronounce. I love this series. Thanks

Sarah...

Sarah Price is a very good writer of Amish Fiction. She teaches about the Amish faith and way of life

while she intertwines her characters throughout the story.In the Amish of Lancaster Series we have

been watching each of the Lapp family children meet their true love and watch the stories work

around their thoughts, ideals and way of life. But in this story, Samuel, the next Lapp son at age 20

is still not married, doesn't have a serious relationship with anyone and just wants to keep learning

the wild ways of the Englischers and Mennonite friends of his. He doesn't want to settle down or get

married. He wants to drive cars (forbidden in the Amish world) and have fun. Wants to experience

city life in Philadelphia and one day gets his chance. But, it sure isn't what he expects.The one girl

he does care about since childhood stands behind him and always try to see the good in him. But

she is finally realizing she is wasting her time waiting for Samuel to grow up. Something happens on

that trip to Philly that totally changes his life. Has he lost this girl to his foolishness or is she going to

believe in him one more time?Sometimes we just don't really want to face realities but something

happens in our lives to really make us sit up and take notice. All of a sudden we are taking inventory

of our lives and see maybe we don't have much to show for ourselves. It is then we are tested to

see if we will put our faith in God and do what is right. Samuel comes to just that crossroad in his

life. But is it too late?Follow Samuel in his plight to finally grow up and act the man God wants him to

be.

I just finished the 4th book Valley of Hope and it was wonderful. It kept me interested from the first

to the last page. I really enjoyed the book and the series I think is called An Amish Christian. the 1st

book is Field of Corn 2. Hills of Wheat, 3.Pastures of Faith and 4 the valley of Hope. I enjoyed each

and every book by this very talented author. I just can't seem to get enough of her writings, she

doesn't just repeat things over and over again like many authors do and I so enjoy that. I am

headed to read another of Sarah Price's books, get one for yourself and enjoy this exceptionally

talented lady for yourself. BJ



Very good story! This book provoked many emotions as I read it. I felt anger and disgust at

Samuel's attitude and treatment of others, along with his lack of acceptance for responsibility and

accountability. But as a mother, grandmother, and great-grandmother, I also held out hope that he

would come back to God, his family, and community. Filled with suspense!

I'm exploring the world. That's what it's all about, ja? No one is getting hurt. That's how Samuel

Lapp views his rumschpringe. However, most others feel that he's taking his rumschpringe a bit too

far. What's causing all the stir? That's what you'll find out when you read Valley of Hope, the last

book in The Amish of Lancaster series by Sarah Price. Through it all is the constant reminder that

good or bad, right or wrong, there will either be consequences or blessings that come from each of

our actions and decisions.

The four books of this series by Sarah Price all kept a smile on my face and wonderment in my

heart for what would happen next in the lives of this family. This review is for all of the books which I

was hoping would never end. The characters were all believable and fun each in his/her own way

with warmth for their family members. I am sure that in a few years, I will pull them out of the attic of

my mind and read them all again with the same feelings as the first time.

It's amazing how thin trust can be between people who are suppose to be family and friends when a

situation is at hand.Faith and believing Will get us through.
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